Over more than 40 years, Al-Darwish Construction & Trading Est.
was established in 1978 with its office in Dammam, Eastern Province
of KSA. However, on of the advantages of Al-Darwish is the capability
to serve a wide region over the whole kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Our
reliability and credibility builds long term business relationship with our
customers.
We are the most reliable and authentic company in the field of trade as
a registered supplier to many governmental bodies such as SWCC and
ARAMCO.
Woodworking as house and office furniture all including doors,
windows, racks, cabinets, office partitions...etc. Also steel works of all
types of doors, windows, grills, gates and so on. Taking a complete
building services including design and implementation such as
plumbing, electricity, steel, wood, aluminum works.
Our highly skilled team with wide experience of engineers and most
devoted staff. we always consider our customers satisfaction about our
work is a top priority.

Commitment to quality is our basic attitude as we do our work,
as it is the preliminary value raising company morals. we are always
committed to maintain quality standards.
Time frame is a top priority as we highly understand being part of
large projects requires wise management of time and resources and
obligation to deadline as we did with 100% of our projects

At Al-Darwish we are fully aware with the
importance of management of time and resources,
that's why our GM and project manager are well
focused in successful management techniques to
ensure that every team member do the right job at
the right time.
We are well known for our following activities:
- Construction & Building Services
- Trading & Supplying
- Aluminum & Wood Working
- Stainless Steel & Steel works

We offer high quality standard commercial building designs with a wide
varieties such as office buildings, warehouses, or retail (convenience
stores, 'big box' stores, shopping malls, etc.).
Balancing comfort, function, style and quality, structural buildings' designs
enhances facilities productivity. ranging from multi-story, multi-level new
constructions with innovative designs, we also upgrade and repair occupied
facilities withing short lead time to ensure the short downtime of a facility
building.
Our management handles safety seriously, controlling traffic at the work
site, noise, dust and work time in the populated areas.

- All types of steel doors and frames including armored doors.
- All types of windows and frames with sets of special designs.
- Grills, gates mesh works fitting all customer needs.
- All kind of steel fabrication works as we are accredited cranes
manufacturer for more than 30 years.
- All types of steel pipe fabrication works.

- Aluminum framing
- Complete fabrication and installation of aluminum doors and
windows
- All types of aluminum cladding works
- All types of aluminum machining for special purposes
- Aluminum skirting
- Glass work with with door & window adjustment and
inslulation

Our wood workshop is capable of making wood door panels
that for main doors. Also we make glass wood doors, oak
doors, and entrance doors.
They are designed and manufactured with the latest
technology & machinery all automated without hand work!

Our dedicated construction equipment
department experience for more than 12 year
with newest construction equipment and regular
maintenance & upgrades that ensures there will be no
down time on site. We offer a variety of machines of the
best brands to participate in large projects as well as
renting/selling.
2 Hyundai 220 excavator
3 DOOSAN 225 track excavator
2 CAT 320 hydraulic excavator
2 CAT 966 medium wheel loaders
2 stone breakers 25 ton
we are capable of executing infrastructure work and our key
projects as follows:
- Demolition of King Fahd Petroleum Residence buildings,
stages 1, 2, 3, & 4
- Demolition of old buildings

one of the unique features of our products
is the aluminum cooler materials which is
imported from purposely built extrusion
mold so made it compact for strength and
durability. Added more to the quality of the
product is the high skill and experience of
the certified welders.
The safety of our team members
can not be compromised, that's why
we highly comply with all safety
standards & hazard prevention and
control.
Finally, we are comitted to serve our
customers with all our abilities and
resources and our top priority is
their satisfaction.

